
This is the readme file which will hopefully allow you to use this 

software.  

There are many scripts, detail of each will be given, but the overall aim 

to be able to compute the trend between differences in averaged monthly 

means of daily min/max temperature data and calculated urban fractions.  

Script names are given in bold and underline. 

File names are given in quotations. 

Folder Names are shown in Bold. 

Links are shown as blue text. 

Functions within scripts are only underlined. 

 

Functions.py: 

This script contains two functions: Transform and Urbfraction.  
You need to supply a geotiff file that contains land cover information 

preferably in 44 classes like in CLC 2012 dataset.  

 

Transform:  

 inputs (latitude, longitude, name) 

 outputs: the column and row in the new projection 
 

This function takes lat/lon coordinates defined in the EPSG 4326 and 

converts them into the EPSG 3035 projection which is the co-ordinate 

projection of the CLC dataset.  

 

Urbfraction:  

inputs (col, row, horange, verange,city) outputs: urban fraction of area 
 

col = the longitude co-ordinate in EPSG 3035 projection (obtained using 

Transform function) 

row = latitude co-ordinate in EPSG 3035 projection (obtained using 

Transform function) 

horange,verange = the horizontal and vertical range you want to move from 

the point defined by row,col, if these are equal you will get a square 

region centred around the point defined by row,col. 

 

From a given lon/lat in EPSG 3035, this script gives you the urban 

fraction around that point over the region defined by horange and 

verange, I set both to be 40 to give a 10x10 km region. 

 

Stationplotter.py 

This script will plot a set of stations overlaid on top of the CLC 

dataset.  

You need to supply: geotiff file as above, a file containing the station 

data with three columns : Name, Latitude , Longitude, one is included 

titled ‘Station_location.csv’. 

 

 

This code plots 'good' and 'bad' stations, but this can easily be edited 

if no stations need to be omitted from your analysis.  

This code generates a custom colormap which can be changed easily if you 

are familiar with matplotlib's plotting libraries.  

If you want to change the colours, or names of the plots or their bounds 

edit lines 61 - 77.  

 

Not only does this script give you a plot of the stations over the clc 

data, it also gives you a .csv containing 4 columns: station, longitude, 

latitude, urban fraction (which I have included, titled 

'Urbanfraction_6class.csv').  



  

Folder 'weather_station_codes_and_data' 

In this folder you will see 2 sub-folders both of which contain 1 python 

script and a number of .csv files that are directly taken from the Met 

Office climate historic weather station data found at the following link:  

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/public/weather/climate-

historic/#?tab=climateHistoric 

 

The aim of the python scripts are to turn the monthly mean of the daily 

max/min temperature into an average monthly mean of the daily max/min 

temperature over the period 1990:2017. Note this period is hardcoded but 

can be changed easily in line 32.  

 

workswick.py: 

This script works for all the csv files in the folder titled 

‘csv_type_1’, you just need to change the input filename.  

It generates 2 data frames with 6 columns which are labelled in the last 

4 lines of the script, one DataFrame for tmin, one for tmax, you'll need 

to manually put these into another .csv file if you want to continue 

using this software. By all means, write a loop to do it for you. I just 

didn't have the time.  

 

 

station_to_avg.py  

This script works for all the csv files in the folder titled 

‘csv_type_2’, it does the same as workswick.py but works on .csv files 

which have an extra line of preamble before the data. 

 

I have included the .csv's produced after using both codes on the weather 

station .csvs in their respective folders.  So that you don’t have to 

manually do anything. These are titled 'Tmax.csv' and 'Tmin.csv'. 

 

 

Folder 'ERA_codes_and_data' 

This folder contains two scripts ERAI_to_csv_withlonlat.py and Tmin.py 

and 3 netcdf files. 

 

Tmin.py: 

outputs ERAI data for TMin sourced at 3 hour intervals. This code 

essentially retrieves the required data from ERA Interim database. The 

output file is a netcdf file. To then convert these 3 hourly measurements 

into monthly means of the average min/max you need to use the two lines 

at the bottom of the script beginning with cdo, DIRECTLY in the command 

line. 

 

ERA_to_csv_withlonlat_nosea_GOOD.py: 

Inputs:   

 Land sea mask sourced from ECMWF at this link  

http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-invariant/ 

 netcdfs generated by using TMin.py are also included in the folder 

titled 'ERAI_Tmax_1990-2018_Months.nc' and so on.  

 Another netcdf which isn't used in the analysis but could be used 

in future if needed titled 'ERAI_SfcP_1990-2018_monthmean.nc' - 

this is the monthly mean of the surface pressure over the period 

1990-2018 

 

the main function ERAI_TO_DF finds the average monthly mean of the daily 

min/max temp depending on if you input the min or max file to the 



function. This function generates a DataFrame with the column headings 

labelled in lines 147/148.  

   

This script should produce a .csv much like the ones generated from 

workswick.py but with a few more columns. Again I have attached the two 

csvs I produced,titled 'Tmax_all_stations_withlonlat_good.csv' and the 

same but for tmin.  

 

 

urb_vs_diff_to_master_good.py: 

This is a long script which generates a master csv file which includes 

the data specified by the column headings shown in  line 155. Essentially 

It aims to put all the data gathered from the previous codes into one 

master csv, it also computes the differences between the average monthly 

mean of the daily min/max temp between ERAI and observed. 

 

Inputs: 

 

 ERAI csv generated by ERAI_to_csv_withlonlat.py 

('Tmax_all_stations_withlonlat_good.csv') 

 station csv produced by manually entering all the DataFrames 

produced by workswick.py and station_to_avg.py ('Tmax.csv') 

 urban fraction file generated by Stationplotter.py 

'Urbanfraction_6class.csv' 

 land sea mask file as above 

 station location file 'Station_location.csv' 

 

This will output a master file which most importantly contains the 

differences between the average monthly mean of the daily min/max temp 

between ERAI and observed and the urban fractions.  

 

I attach the master csv files I produced, titled 

'master_csv_Tmax_nosea_noabs.csv' and 'master_csv_nosea_noabs.csv' 

 

urb_vs_diff_from_master_annual_good.py: 

This is the final script, hurray! you made it. 

The inputs:  

 the master csv generated by urb_vs_diff_to_master_good.py 

('master_csv_Tmax_nosea_noabs.csv') 

 

outputs: 

 This code fits a robust regression linear fit to the data where the 

data is differences between the average monthly mean of the daily 

min/max temp between ERAI and observed and urban fraction. In the 

terminal window you will see the details of the fit, Further it 

computes the bootstrap error on the regression coefficient.   

  

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 


